Although rarely reported in the literature, complications related to cast application are frequently observed, with burns and pressure sores occurring in common practice [1,2]. Numerous variables have all been observed to affect skin temperature under a cast, including water temperature [3], material type [4], number of layers of casting material [5], the use of a supportive pillow [6], ice application, and cast splitting [7]. However, the effect of applied pressure during cast and splint application has not been addressed. Many casts are not rolled on and left alone, but are molded by applying pressure in order to hold a fracture in alignment. This study focuses on how molding pressure affects temperature during cast or splint application. Our hypothesis is that the temperature rise will be greater at pressure points related to molding of the cast, making these areas more susceptible to burns under standard casting conditions.
and neutral sensors, and higher for PF versus FO or PO (p<0.0001); PO was also higher than FO (p<0.0003) (Fig 2) . The ΔT at the wrist sensor with pressure applied was even greater than the wrist without pressure and than volar or neutral sensors, regardless of pressure (p<0.0001). Pressure application did significantly increase ΔT for the volar sensor (p<0.0001), but not for the neutral sensor (p>0.99).
DISCUSSION:
In this study, the effect of a previously ignored variable during cast application -mold pressure -was investigated while other variables such as cast padding, casting material layers, and dip water temperature were standardized to values more commonly used in clinical practice [1] . As hypothesized, pressure applied to a curing cast does significantly cause the temperature to increase at sites where pressure is applied. However, this may only be clinically relevant when plaster and fiberglass are used together.
Limitations of the study mainly involve the experimental limb model. The rigid nature of the model may make the interpretation of pressure data seem more significant, since a human specimen (skin & subcutaneous tissue) would have some innate compliance and thus should allow displacement of tissue away from sites of pressure. Additionally, the effect of pressure at joints in flexion or under different external loads (i.e. short leg casts) was not examined. Regardless, our study suggests that pressure application be considered as a factor that may lead to increased temperatures under casting materials. Furthermore, using a plaster splint followed by a fiberglass over-wrap can cause dangerous temperatures, particularly if a mold is applied. Waiting until the plaster has fully dried before applying the fiberglass layer is recommended to minimize the risk of thermal injury. 
